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Pallidal Neuron Activity Increases during Sensory Relay
through Thalamus in a Songbird Circuit Essential for
Learning
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Disinhibition of the thalamus remains the primary model of information transfer between the basal ganglia and the cortex. Yet in
apparent conflict with this model, the globus pallidus, a GABAergic basal ganglia output structure, often exhibits marked increases in
firing rate during movement. To investigate the translation of pallidal activity and its relay through the thalamus, we explored a basal
ganglia–thalamic pathway essential for song learning in songbirds. We found that single units in the thalamic nucleus DLM of urethane-
anesthetized adult male zebra finches responded selectively to playback of the bird’s own song, like neurons in its upstream and
downstream nuclei. Because the pallidal input to these neurons forms giant calyx-like synapses, we were able to record extracellular
signals from these presynaptic terminals as well. Pallidal units were distinctly excited by song playback, suggesting an increase in
GABAergic transmission in the thalamus during sensory processing. However, this overall increased firing rate was phasic, punctuated by
rapid decelerations in firing rate. In several cases, we were able to record presynaptic and postsynaptic units simultaneously. Correlating
the presynaptic and postsynaptic activity, we found that disinhibition of thalamus may entail pallidal firing rate decelerations rather than
simple long pauses in spontaneous activity, as has long been assumed.
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Introduction
The canonical hypothesis of basal ganglia information transfer
through the thalamus states that pauses in spontaneous high-
frequency (HF) inhibitory inputs “disinhibit” thalamic target
neurons to permit spiking (Deniau and Chevalier, 1985). Al-
though disinhibition is supported experimentally between the
substantia nigra pars reticulata and the superior colliculus or the
thalamus (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983; Deniau and Chevalier,
1985), neurons in the internal segment of the globus pallidus
(GPi), the primary output structure of telencephalic basal ganglia
in mammals, display a paradoxical increase in firing rate in rela-
tion to movement (Anderson and Horak, 1985; DeLong et al.,
1985; Turner and Anderson, 1997). This finding is puzzling be-
cause it suggests that the thalamic targets of the GPi experience in-
creased GABAergic inhibition during movement, precisely when
thalamic targets are activated (Anderson and Turner, 1991).

GABA can have diverse effects on thalamic neurons, ranging
from inhibition to excitation via postinhibitory rebound (von

Krosigk et al., 1993; Steriade and Contreras, 1995). This complex-
ity illustrates why understanding pallido-thalamic interaction is
crucial for interpreting how basal ganglia information is trans-
ferred to the cortex. However, little is known about mammalian
pallido-thalamic cellular processing. Conversely, synaptic prop-
erties of a similar pallido-thalamic connection in an emerging
model of basal ganglia thalamocortical function, the songbird
anterior forebrain pathway (AFP), have been studied (Luo and
Perkel, 1999b; Person and Perkel, 2005) and may therefore help
illuminate general principles of basal ganglia relay (Doupe et al.,
2005) (see Fig. 1).

The AFP is required for song learning in juvenile birds and for
vocal plasticity in adults (see Fig. 1A) (Bottjer et al., 1984; So-
hrabji et al., 1990; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991; Williams and
Mehta, 1999; Brainard and Doupe, 2000a,b; Kao et al., 2005). The
basal ganglia component of this circuit, Area X, displays motor-
related activity in behaving animals and selective auditory re-
sponses in anesthetized animals (Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Hes-
sler and Doupe, 1999). Area X contains GABAergic, pallidal-like
projection neurons, which powerfully inhibit thalamic target
neurons in the medial portion of the dorsolateral nucleus of the
anterior thalamus (DLM) (Luo and Perkel, 1999a,b; Farries et al.,
2005; Person and Perkel, 2005).

The striking electrophysiology of this synapse is supported by
an anatomical specialization in which each thalamic neuron re-
ceives only one, or at most two, giant perisomatic terminals from
a pallidal input (Fig. 1B) (Luo and Perkel, 1999a,b). This arrange-
ment of the presynaptic and postsynaptic cells in DLM allows
direct exploration of pallido-thalamic input– output functions.
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In vitro, DLM neurons fire during irregular HF pallidal IPSP
barrages, responding to short-duration pauses (�30 ms in dura-
tion) or rapid decelerations in IPSP rates with postinhibitory
rebound spikes (Person and Perkel, 2005).

To examine further how the thalamus processes pallidal in-
puts, we recorded from thalamic targets of pallidal neurons in
vivo. DLM somata displayed selective auditory responses to play-
back of the bird’s own song (BOS), as observed in nuclei up-
stream and downstream of DLM (Doupe and Konishi, 1991).
Unexpectedly, we also recorded from giant pallidal nerve termi-
nals in DLM originating from Area X somata, which were also
activated by song. Paired presynaptic and postsynaptic record-
ings revealed the pattern of pallidal input preceding thalamic
firing in vivo. Pallidal activity often increased briefly just before a
rapid deceleration preceding thalamic spiking. These data show
that disinhibition may involve patterns of pallidal firing not pre-
viously appreciated.

Materials and Methods
Data from 44 adult male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) were used in
this study in accordance with an animal use protocol approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Wash-

ington. Animals were obtained from a commercial supplier and housed
under a 13/11 h light/dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum.

Song recording and stimuli
Before the experiment day, the subject was placed in a sound-attenuation
chamber in the presence of a female zebra finch. His song was digitally
recorded at 44 kHz and edited to 1.7–3.2 s long, which included two or
three stereotyped motifs for use as the BOS playback stimulus. This song
was reversed in time to generate a reversed-BOS (Rev) stimulus with
Goldwave (St. Johns, Newfoundland, Canada) sound editing software.

During electrophysiological recording, song stimuli were presented
from a loudspeaker positioned 0.3 m in front of the bird at amplitudes
ranging from 65 to 78 dB peak sound pressure level. BOS and Rev song
stimuli were interleaved randomly and presented every 15 s.

Surgery
Each animal was food deprived for 1–2 h before beginning anesthesia.
The animal was weighed and given an intramuscular injection with a
total of 5.5– 6.6 ml/kg of 20% urethane divided into three to four injec-
tions over the course of 90 min. The animal was then placed in a felt
restraining coat. A bolus of local anesthetic (1% lidocaine) was injected

Figure 2. DLM neuron background activity patterns and recording site confirmation. A1, A LF
unit with biphasic action potential waveform in DLM. The time scale is as in B1. A2, Overlaid
spike waveforms. B1, A HF unit with monophasic action potential waveform encountered in
DLM. B2, Overlaid spike waveforms. C, Histogram of baseline firing rates for all units recorded in
DLM distinguishes at least two populations of cells. Bin size, 5 Hz. D, Example of restricted dye
injection within DLM after electrophysiological recording. Arrowheads indicate the border of
DLM. Scale bar, 100 �m. E, High-power image showing a soma labeled after juxtacellular
labeling of an LF unit. Scale bar, 20 �m.

Figure 1. Neural circuitry of the song-control system and specialized pallido-thalamic syn-
apse in DLM. A, Schematic diagram of oscine song-control nuclei. Nuclei in black comprise an
obligatory motor pathway for song. Nuclei in white comprise the AFP required for juvenile song
learning and adult vocal plasticity. B, Schematic representation of the giant one-to-one
GABAergic synapse from the basal ganglia structure Area X onto DLM somata.
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subcutaneously under the scalp just before the animal was placed in the
head holder of a stereotaxic apparatus. A heating blanket was used con-
tinuously during the experiments. A small craniotomy was made above
the midline reference point, the bifurcation of the midsagittal sinus, and
small craniotomies were made above DLM bilaterally. A post was then
glued to the skull to secure the head without ear bars. The long-lasting
local anesthetic bupivacaine was applied to the incision at 3 h intervals
during the course of the experiment. The stereotaxic apparatus and re-
cording equipment were housed inside a double-walled walk-in sound
attenuation booth (Industrial Acoustics, Bronx, NY).

Electrophysiological recording
Electrodes. Glass pipettes (A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA) were pulled on
a vertical micropipette puller (model 700C; David Kopf Instruments,
Tujunga, CA), and the tips were blunted to achieve electrode impedances
between 1 and 5 M�. For experiments targeting paired presynaptic and
postsynaptic elements, electrode impedances were higher: between 6 and
50 M� (see Results). Electrode tips were filled with 5% Alexa-488- or
-568-conjugated 10 kDa dextran amine (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) in 1 M

phosphate buffer, and the electrode shaft was then backfilled with 2 M

NaCl. In all recordings, a ground electrode was placed in the cerebellum,
posterior to the decussation of the midsagittal sinus.

For iontophoretic drug application, “piggy-back” multibarrel mi-

cropipettes were fashioned as described by
Havey and Caspary (1980). A triple-barrel
blank was pulled on a vertical puller and
blunted. The single electrode tip was then se-
cured 2–20 �m beyond the tip of the multibar-
rel tip with cyanoacrylate glue and dental ce-
ment. Two of the three “drug” barrels were
filled with 8 mM muscimol in 0.9% NaCl, pH 5.
The final barrel was filled with 2 M NaCl and
served as a balance to ground. An ION-100T
iontophoresis current source (Dagan, Minne-
apolis, MN) was used for drug injection.

Recordings. Single-unit extracellular record-
ings from DLM were obtained using BOS alone
or BOS and Rev interleaved as search stimuli.
Only units with a signal-to-noise ratio over 3:1
and uniform waveforms were included in the
dataset. Fifty-nine of 84 units had signal-to-
noise ratios over 6:1. Neuronal spike times were
stored using custom-written data acquisition
software (B. Warren, University of Washing-
ton, Seattle, WA). Signals were amplified 10-
fold with a Neuroprobe amplifier (model 1600;
A-M Systems), low-pass filtered at 5 kHz,
passed through a Hum Bug noise eliminator
(AutoMate Scientific, San Francisco, CA), am-
plified further 10- to 100-fold, and filtered (300
Hz high-pass, 3 kHz low-pass) with a Tucker
Davis Technologies (Alachua, FL) spike condi-
tioner. Recordings were monitored on an oscil-
loscope. Event time stamps were collected with
1 �s resolution using a Tucker Davis Technol-
ogies window discriminator. For most record-
ings, waveform data were also sampled at 20
kHz.

At 11 sites, pairs of auditory units with dis-
tinct waveforms were recorded simultaneously.
For these recordings, spikes were isolated off-
line using Spike2 software (Cambridge Elec-
tronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Waveforms of
paired presynaptic and postsynaptic spikes (see
Results) differed in amplitude by a factor of at
least 10:1, permitting unambiguous classifica-
tion of spikes into two categories using
template-matching spike sorting. For sorting,
trigger thresholds were set at twice the level of
the noise, and template windows were �1 ms in

width (mean, 0.54 ms; range, 0.3– 0.7 ms). In several cases, we manually
corrected overclustering of presynaptic spikes to reflect a single unit
within a single cloud of principal components. Relatively low-amplitude
presynaptic potentials have been detected and studied in the lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN) (Hubel and Wiesel, 1961; Kaplan and Shapley,
1984; Wang et al., 1985; Sincich et al., 2007) and ascending auditory
system (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2002), lending support to the notion
that we recorded from synaptically connected pairs of neurons. We cal-
culated autocorrelations for HF units in paired recordings, and in all
cases, the extracted units obeyed a refractory period of 1 ms.

Anatomy
We monitored electrode placement in three ways. Gross observation of
electrode tracts was possible because DLM is located �4 mm below the
dorsal surface of the brain. In addition, we loaded our recording pipettes
with the fluorescent neuronal tracer Alexa 488-conjugated 10 kDa dex-
tran amine. We were able to recover dye deposits after recording in 27
animals. Dye could be bulk ejected by passing 3–20 nA positive current
continuously through the recording pipette for 2–20 min. In addition, we
labeled neurons juxtacellularly. In these experiments, we recorded from a
single unit isolated such that we could drive its activity or alter the spike
signal-to-noise ratio with a small continuous current injection (�5 nA)

Figure 3. HF units in DLM are axon terminals from Area X. A, Schematic representation of a hypothesized recording target,
where the electrode is close to a giant synaptic terminal from a cell originating in Area X, forming a synapse in DLM. B, HF units
(�40 Hz) in DLM are insensitive to application of the GABAA receptor agonist muscimol. Baseline rates of LF units in DLM were
most often reduced during muscimol application. C, Example of a change in signal-to-noise ratio as a result of applying a positive
current (�5 nA) while recording an HF unit. D, A giant axon terminal typical of Area X-to-DLM projection neurons was revealed
after juxtacellular labeling of an HF unit in DLM. E, A soma labeled in Area X after HF-unit juxtacellular labeling in DLM. The DLM
HF-unit labeling filled a single axon that could be followed back to Area X where an individual large soma with aspiny dendrites
was labeled. Scale bars: D, E, 20 �m.
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for �1 min. This process drives dye into the cell (Pinault, 1996), and post
hoc observation revealed a single-cell label.

For visualizing electrode tracts, recording sites, or juxtacellular label,
tissue was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h. The brain was then
cryoprotected in 30% sucrose, cut to 40-�m-thick sections in the para-
sagittal plane on a freezing microtome, and processed for fluorescence
microscopy. Images were acquired using an Olympus (Tokyo, Japan)
Fluoview laser-scanning confocal microscope and were processed for
brightness and contrast in Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA).

Data analysis
Event times were analyzed for responses during auditory stimuli using
Matlab 7.0.1 software (MathWorks, Natick, MA). For each cell, we cal-
culated baseline firing rate, firing rate during stimulus playback, the in-
terspike interval (ISI) distribution, significance of auditory response, re-
sponse strength (RS), and d�, a metric of selectivity (see below for details)
(Green and Swets, 1966; Solis and Doupe, 1997). Any unit with an aver-
age firing rate during BOS playback that was significantly different from
the baseline rate ( p � 0.05, two-tailed t test) coupled with histological
evidence that the recording site was within DLM was included in the
dataset. Baseline firing rate was calculated during the 2 s epoch before
song playback (Rosen and Mooney, 2000). Firing rate during playback
was calculated from spikes that occurred during the stimulus. The differ-
ence between the firing rate (in hertz) during a given stimulus and during
the 2 s baseline period was calculated for each trial and averaged across
trials to give a mean RS. The RS reflects the average difference in firing
rate between baseline and playback periods.

RS measurements were used to calculate the discriminability statistic
d�, which is used to quantify the selectivity of a neuron for a given stim-
ulus over another (Green and Swets, 1966), where

d�BOS�Rev �
��2��RSBOS � RSRev�

��BOS
2 � �Rev

2

The difference between the average RSs to two stimuli was normalized by
the square root of the average of the variances of the RS measurements for
the two stimuli. High absolute values of d� indicate that the neuron
consistently responded more to one stimulus than to another. Note that
this formula differs from previous calculations of d� by a factor of 	2
(Solis and Doupe, 1997, 1999; Janata and Margoliash, 1999; Rosen and
Mooney, 2000); our calculation measures the ability of the RS of the
neuron to determine whether a stimulus was BOS or Rev based on a
single playback trial (Green and Swets, 1966).

Pallidal deceleration analysis
Decelerations in the firing rate of a class of units, those with high fre-
quency (see Results), were located using the following analysis proce-
dure. We took the instantaneous firing rate of each BOS-playback trial
(the reciprocal of ISIs) and smoothed it with a Gaussian window with a
width at half-maximal amplitude of 4 ms to diminish the contribution of
single ISIs to the analysis. We next took the derivative of the smoothed
rate function and calculated the value of its fifth percentile, using this as
a threshold for detection of deceleration (see Fig. 6). Points where the
derivative crossed the fifth percentile threshold in the downward direc-

Figure 4. DLM neurons respond to playback of the BOS. A, Raster plot and peristimulus time histogram illustrating response of an HF unit to playback of BOS and Rev indicated in oscillograms in
the bottom panel. B, Raster plot and peristimulus time histogram illustrating the auditory responses of an LF unit in DLM. C, An example of a unit in DLM with auditory responses that persisted after
song playback had ceased. D, An example of a unit in DLM that was inhibited during song playback.
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tion (indicating rapid deceleration) were indexed and used to calculate
the time of decelerations for each sweep.

Spike-triggered averaging
For paired recordings, in which an axon terminal and soma were re-
corded simultaneously, we calculated a spike-triggered average (STA) to
describe the pattern of axon terminal spiking before soma spikes. In these
cases, axon terminal spike times in a 250 ms window before each soma
spike were recovered and aligned relative to the time of the soma spike.
The occurrence of axon terminal spikes was expressed as an average firing
rate. To calculate the STA, the value for each bin in the histogram was
divided by the number of soma spikes and multiplied by 1000/binwidth
to recover the average rate of axon terminal spikes before the soma spike.

Results
Spontaneous activity of DLM neurons in vivo
We recorded from 84 single units in the thalamic nucleus DLM of
urethane-anesthetized adult male zebra finches. Based on spon-
taneous firing rates, we encountered two classes of units in DLM.
The first class had very low-frequency (LF) spontaneous firing
rates (mean 
 SEM, 2.6 
 0.6 Hz; n � 47) and biphasic action-
potential waveforms (Fig. 2A1,A2). The second unit class dis-
played spontaneous activity at much higher frequencies (mean,
62.2 
 1.37 Hz; n � 37) with a characteristic monophasic action
potential waveform (Fig. 2B1,B2). Notably, the presence of these
HF units distinguished DLM from surrounding thalamic regions.
Two non-overlapping spontaneous firing-rate distributions in-
dicated at least two populations of cells: those with spontaneous
firing rates above 40 Hz, termed high frequency, or below 25 Hz,
termed low frequency (Fig. 2C). Post hoc histological examina-
tion confirmed that units displaying these spontaneous activity
patterns were comingled within DLM (Fig. 2D).

We further characterized units within DLM using juxtacellu-
lar labeling to visualize the specific cell from which we recorded
(Pinault, 1996). Juxtacellular labeling of an LF unit revealed a
soma within the nucleus DLM (Fig. 2E) (n � 12). The neuronal
morphology of labeled neurons resembled that of DLM neurons

projecting to lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nido-
pallium (LMAN) (Luo et al., 2001; Luo and Perkel, 2002).

HF units are giant axon terminals originating from cells in
Area X
Intrinsic properties of DLM neurons have been reported previ-
ously in slice studies (Luo and Perkel, 1999b, 2002). Under these
conditions, HF spontaneously active neurons were never ob-
served. We therefore wondered about the identity of the HF cells
we recorded in DLM in vivo. Extracellular activity from giant
axon terminals has been reliably detected in the ascending audi-
tory system and the LGN (Hubel and Wiesel, 1961; Kaplan and
Shapley, 1984; Wang et al., 1985; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2002;
Sincich et al., 2007). Thus, we hypothesized that the HF cells we
recorded were axon terminals originating from output neurons
of Area X (Fig. 3A).

To determine whether HF cells were axon terminals or so-
mata, we reasoned as follows. Activation of GABAA receptors on
a neuronal soma or dendrites should alter (usually reduce) the
rate of action potential firing. On the other hand, activation of
GABAA receptors on axon terminals of a spontaneously active
cell should not alter the rate of action potential firing, even if
GABAA receptors are present on those terminals, because the
terminal is distal to the spike initiation zone.

We therefore tested the sensitivity of DLM units to application
of the GABAA receptor agonist muscimol (Fig. 3B). We focally
applied muscimol, pH 5, iontophoretically while recording from
units in DLM. Focal application of muscimol to LF units slowed
ongoing firing rates in six of seven cases (Fig. 3B) (mean, 59.0 

21.1% of baseline), demonstrating that the technique worked in
our hands. In contrast, in 15 of 15 HF cells, the spontaneous firing
rate remained constant during application of muscimol (Fig. 3B)
(mean, 104.7 
 1.5% of baseline). This finding is consistent with
HF units being axon terminals.

As an additional test of the identity of HF units in DLM, we
juxtacellularly labeled the cellular structure from which we re-
corded. Unlike passing current to LF cells, which could drive
activity, passing current to HF units did not cause the unit to
change its discharge rate but instead consistently increased the
signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 3C) (Pinault, 1996). On histological
examination after iontophoretic dye injection into HF units, we
observed dye-filled giant axon terminals typical of Area X-to-
DLM synapses (Fig. 3D) (n � 27 terminals in 12 hemispheres). In
three cases, we were able to follow the filled single axon back into
Area X in the telencephalon, where a large soma with aspiny
dendrites typical of a pallidal-like aspiny fast-firing (AF) projec-
tion neuron was filled (Fig. 3E) (Farries and Perkel, 2002).

In summary, we found that rates of HF units in DLM re-
mained unchanged in the presence of muscimol, and histological
examination revealed giant synaptic terminals typical of those
from Area X projection neurons forming synapses in DLM. To-
gether, these data strongly suggest that HF units recorded in DLM
are synaptic terminals of pallidal neurons, the somata of which
are located in Area X.

Neural responses of units in DLM to playback of song
AFP neurons exhibit highly tuned responses to playback of BOS,
responding more strongly to it than to other stimuli (Doupe and
Konishi, 1991). Previous reports focusing primarily on other
song-control nuclei have included brief accounts of DLM neuron
responses in vivo (Okuhata and Saito, 1987; Doupe and Konishi,
1991). We extend those observations here.

Both HF and LF cell populations in DLM responded robustly

Figure 5. Properties of auditory responses in DLM. A, Of the units with positive RS, the
latency of the peak response to song varied but occurred primarily within 2.5 s from song onset. Bin
size, 0.15 s. B, Cumulative distribution of d� measurements for discriminability between BOS and
Rev playback for each unit. �, HF units; open circles, LF units; filled circles, LF units inhibited by
song.
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to the playback of BOS (Fig. 4). Figure 4 illustrates typical re-
sponses to BOS and Rev with most units increasing discharge
during the playback of BOS. Auditory responses tended to be
selective for the song in the forward direction as seen by compar-
ing peristimulus time histograms of responses to BOS and Rev
(Fig. 4) (quantified below).

HF neurons exhibited phasic increases in firing rate during
BOS playback and much smaller rate increases during Rev (Fig.
4A). Across the population of HF cells, RS to BOS playback was
significantly greater than to playback of the reversed song (mean
BOS RS, 9.3 
 1.2 Hz; mean Rev RS, 3.4 
 0.8 Hz; p � 0.0001,
paired t test). In fact, the rates and response profiles of HF cells in
DLM closely resembled a class of HF neuron that has been re-
corded in Area X (Doupe, 1997), consistent with the finding that
these units are axon terminals from Area X.

LF neurons qualitatively exhibited a range of auditory re-
sponse profiles. Figure 4B illustrates an example of the most

commonly encountered LF cell response in DLM, with robust,
selective responses to playback of BOS that occurred during song
playback. Figure 4C illustrates a second response profile of LF
units in DLM. Here, the cell responded during the song, but the
neural response continued after the song playback was complete.
Occasionally (n � 7), song playback reduced spike rate in LF
DLM neurons (Fig. 4D).

We quantified both RS and the latency of the peak response to
song playback to illustrate the range of responses to song play-
back seen in auditory DLM neurons. RSs in LF units ranged from
negative to positive, with a majority responding with increased
rates during song playback (mean RS, 2.79 
 0.63 Hz; range,
�5.9 to17.9 Hz; mean peak rates, 12.57 
 2.07 Hz). For LF cells
with positive RSs, we measured the latency from song onset at
which the average firing rate of each unit peaked. As illustrated in
the histogram in Figure 5A, there appeared to be at least two
peaks in the distribution. However, we could not rule out the

Figure 6. HF units exhibit rapid rate fluctuations during song playback. A, Example of HF unit activity during a single trial of BOS playback. The spike rate function below the raw trace illustrates
the phasic increases and decreases in rates typical of HF units. Arrows indicate epochs of rapid rate deceleration. B, Probability distribution of ISIs during baseline (dotted line) and BOS (solid line)
for all HF units. Each pair of lines represents mean and mean � 1 SD. Inset, Right-hand tail of ISI probability distribution, demonstrating no difference in relative frequency of long intervals. C, An
example of occurrences of long ISIs over multiple trials of BOS playback, defined as those ISIs above the 95th percentile of ISIs. D, Population summary of the rate of occurrence (occurrences per
second) of long ISIs between BOS and baseline epochs. Each circle represents an HF cell. E, An example of the derivative of a smoothed instantaneous firing rate (IFR) function (d(IFR)/dt) plotted
against time. The dashed line indicates the fifth percentile used as a cutoff for defining rapid decelerations. F, An example of the occurrence of decelerations in an example HF cell across multiple trials
of BOS playback (same cell as in C). The times of the 5% most extreme rate drops were measured with respect to song. Rate decelerations consistently occurred more frequently during BOS playback.
G, Population summary of the rate (occurrences per second) of rapid decelerations during baseline periods is plotted against the number of rapid decelerations observed during BOS playback for each
HF unit. Most units fall above the unity line, indicating more frequent decelerations during BOS playback than during baseline periods. H, ISI probability distribution for HF units (n � 11) that were
paired with LF neurons (Fig. 7) during baseline and BOS-playback epochs. Line conventions are the same as in B.
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possibility that this range represents a continuum, and results of
juxtacellular labeling did not reveal diverse morphological cell
classes that could give rise to the variety of responses. Although
not explicitly studied, long-latency auditory responses can be
seen in other song-system nuclei (Doupe, 1997; Rauske et al.,
2003); thus, long-latency responses in DLM may reflect upstream
auditory processing.

Across the population of LF units, the RS to BOS was signifi-
cantly greater than to Rev ( p � 0.01, paired t test). These RS
measurements were next used to quantify the potential of a single
cell to discriminate between BOS and Rev with a d� metric. d�

values describe the degree of discrim-
inability of neural response to two stimuli,
in our case BOS and Rev. The cumulative
distribution of d� values is plotted in Fig-
ure 5B for all HF and LF neurons. LF neu-
rons inhibited by song (Fig. 5B, filled cir-
cles) demonstrated less selectivity but also
accounted for some negative d� values, in-
dicating greater inhibition during forward
BOS than Rev.

Rapid spike-rate decelerations occur in
pallidal-like axons during
song playback
Basal ganglia output is hypothesized to use
pauses in HF spontaneous activity to relay
information through the thalamus (Albin
et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990). In apparent
conflict with this model, the HF pallidal-
like terminals we recorded displayed dra-
matic increases in firing rate during song
playback (Figs. 4A, 6A).

To examine how the basal ganglia
might signal through thalamus, we care-
fully analyzed the patterns of HF unit fir-
ing. We first considered the possibility that
long ISIs persisted during song playback,
despite an overall firing rate increase; such
long ISIs could disinhibit thalamic targets.
To examine this, we analyzed ISI distribu-
tions in the pallidal units during BOS play-
back and baseline periods (Fig. 6B). ISI
distributions during BOS playback were
consistently shifted toward shorter ISIs
compared with the baseline period (Fig.
6B). The right-hand tail of the ISI distri-
butions, indicating the longest ISIs, did
not differ between baseline and playback
conditions, suggesting no systematic dif-
ference in the distribution of long ISIs be-
tween baseline periods and BOS playback
(Fig. 6B, inset). To better characterize the
right-hand tail of the ISI distributions, we
next asked whether the longest ISIs per
sweep occur more frequently during song
playback than during baseline, although at
a frequency not visible in an overall ISI
probability function. We calculated the
frequency (occurrences per second) of the
longest ISIs during each sweep over base-
line and playback epochs (Fig. 6C). The
longest ISIs, defined as those that are

longer than 95% of all ISIs (corresponding to a 26.4 
 1.0 ms ISI
threshold), were not significantly more frequent during BOS
than during baseline periods (Fig. 6D) ( p � 0.5, paired t test).
Furthermore, contrary to the prediction that the longest ISIs
might occur during BOS playback, the longest ISIs during base-
line periods (defined as those in the 95th percentile bracket) were,
on average, 1.5 
 0.4 ms longer than those during BOS playback.
These results indicate that pallidal inputs to DLM do not display
obvious long “pauses” while sensory information is being relayed
through the thalamus.

If pallidal disinhibition of thalamus is not evident in either the

Figure 7. Paired terminal and soma recordings. A1–A3, Three examples of simultaneous recordings of HF and LF units in DLM.
Two discriminable units with characteristic spike waveforms could be recorded simultaneously on single electrodes. A1, A large
soma spike occurring after a brief pause in HF terminal activity (small spikes) during a baseline period. A2, A3, Further illustration
from different paired recordings of a characteristically small, monophasic HF terminal spike paired with large, biphasic soma
spikes. The occasional change in terminal spike amplitude termporally close to somatic spikes is hypothesized to be attributable to
changes in presynaptic firing rate about the soma spike (see Results). B, Schematized representation of the hypothesized record-
ing arrangement, with the electrode tip positioned very close to both the cell soma and the axon terminal. C1–C3, Principal
component analysis of spike shape used for paired-recording spike sorting. C1, An example of principal component clusters on
spike shape parameters. Clusters were completely separate in all pairs recorded. C2, The average waveform (with mean 
 1 SD in
black) of the HF unit from the cluster shown above it. Calibration, 0.25 ms. C3, The average waveform of the LF unit in the cluster
above it (with mean 
 1 SD in black). Calibration, 0.3 ms. D1–D4, Auditory responses in a paired recording. D1, Oscillograms of
BOS and Rev stimuli indicating the time of playback per sweep. D2, Raster plot of LF unit within the pair shown in C. D3,
Peristimulus time histogram summarizing the auditory response of the LF unit to BOS and Rev across trials. D4, Peristimulus time
histogram of the HF unit paired with the LF unit above summarizing its auditory responses across trials.
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overall firing rate or the presence of long
ISIs occurring during sensory stimuli,
what could account for thalamic activity
during epochs of increased inhibition?
DLM neurons can spike after the rate of
pallidal afferents drops in the absence of
excitatory inputs in vitro (Person and Per-
kel, 2005). Thus, we next analyzed HF
units for periods of rapid firing rate decel-
eration (see Materials and Methods).
Briefly, we took the derivative of the in-
stantaneous firing rate and drew a 5%
threshold cutoff (Fig. 6E). Next, we calcu-
lated the time of each downward threshold
crossing, indicating firing rate decelera-
tion, across trials, and summarized them
for each cell (Fig. 6F). Across the popula-
tion of HF units, there were consistently
more rapid firing rate decelerations during
playback than during baseline periods
(Fig. 6G) ( p � 0.0001, paired t test; n �
37), raising the possibility that this feature
in pallidal activity could be relayed
through the thalamus.

In summary, we found that pallidal-
like terminals increase in firing rate during
song playback and do not display long
pauses during sensory stimuli. However,
the firing rate of pallidal-like terminals is
rapidly modulated during song playback,
leading to epochs of rapid firing rate decel-
erations that occur most frequently during
song playback.

Simultaneous HF and LF recordings
The specialized arrangement of presynaptic and postsynaptic
neural elements in DLM raised the possibility that we might be
able to record simultaneously from pairs of synaptically con-
nected units on a single electrode (i.e., from both presynaptic and
postsynaptic elements). Because we found that the HF units in
DLM are axon terminals with distinct firing rates, waveforms,
and auditory response profiles from LF neurons, we reasoned
that we could classify pairs of recorded neurons into HF or LF
categories unambiguously. In fact, such phenomenology has
been reported and studied in the mammalian LGN, where pre-
synaptic action potentials and/or subthreshold postsynaptic po-
tentials can be detected extracellularly and are termed “prepoten-
tials” or “slow potentials” (Hubel and Wiesel, 1961; Kaplan and
Shapley, 1984; Sincich et al., 2007). In such experiments, pairs are
discriminable only when the LF-unit signal-to-noise ratio is very
high, typically over 15:1 (Sincich et al., 2007). To aid in this
degree of isolation, we used high-impedance electrodes, requir-
ing very close apposition of the recording electrode to the re-
corded neuron to detect any neural signal. In 11 cases, we re-
corded such pairs (Fig. 7A). These recordings were typified by a
smaller-amplitude HF unit coupled with a large-amplitude LF
unit (Fig. 7A1–A3). The dramatic difference in amplitudes be-
tween the HF and LF unit could result from the hypothesized
recording configuration illustrated in Figure 7B, where the re-
cording electrode was very close to the soma but could still detect
axon terminal spiking. For all pairs, clusters of principal compo-
nents from spike waveforms of the two units (calculated with
Spike2 software) were completely separate, leading to unambig-

uous assignment of spikes to either class (Fig. 7C1–C3). We note
that the spike width of HF units in pairs was significantly longer
than the spike width of singly isolated HF units (1.23 
 0.12 vs
0.41 
 0.02 ms, respectively; p � 0.001), suggesting that the HF
units recorded in pairs may include a late component from the
postsynaptic potential. We refer to this type of activity as axon
terminal spiking to reflect this possibility.

We isolated single units from paired recordings off-line using
spike-sorting software (see Materials and Methods) and analyzed
them as singly isolated units described above. The HF units in
pairs had ISI distributions that were typical of singly isolated HF
units described above (Fig. 6H). HF units in pairs had an average
rate of 67 
 3.3 Hz (range, 57.25– 86.5 Hz), and LF units in pairs
had an average rate of 2.28 
 0.63 Hz. These ranges of firing rates
fell squarely within the distributions of average spontaneous rates
reported for singly isolated units (Fig. 2), supporting the conclu-
sion that our off-line isolation included only the two paired HF
and LF units.

Our paired pallido-thalamic recordings allowed us to investi-
gate the feature of pallidal input that preceded postsynaptic tha-
lamic spiking. We calculated a thalamic STA by cross-correlating
the pallidal input with somatic output. For this analysis, axon
terminal spikes occurring within 250 ms of each somatic spike
were aligned with reference to each somatic spike. Analyses of this
sort revealed a distinct gap in the raster plot of axon terminal
spikes just before the soma spike in all pairs tested (Fig. 8A,B).
The STA was asymmetric for all pairs, consistent with the idea
that we were recording from both a presynaptic and postsynaptic
element with a functional connection (Gerstein and Perkel,

Figure 8. STA reveals pattern of pallidal activity preceding thalamic spike. A, B, Rasters of axon terminal spikes preceding soma
spike (time 0) for two pairs of cells. Arrows point to gaps in the raster plots just before the thalamic spike at time 0. C, Average STAs
for all axon terminal–soma pairs (n � 11). Dashed lines indicate SD. Bin size, 5 ms. D, Per-pair analysis of average axon terminal
rates over three epochs: the overall baseline firing rate; the rate at 50 ms before the soma spike; and the rate at 10 ms before the
soma spike.
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1969). We note the caveat that these data do not directly prove
that the pairs we recorded were synaptically coupled.

In the previous section, we described ISI distributions of sin-
gly isolated HF units. In those units, we found no evidence of long
ISIs occurring more frequently during song playback. However,
the raster plots of axon terminal spikes aligned to somatic spikes
always displayed a gap when axon terminal spikes were aligned to
the occurrence of the somatic spike. To reconcile these two find-
ings, we analyzed the duration of the gap in the STAs occurring
before somatic spikes. Across pairs, this interval averaged 16.5 

1.9 ms (n � 11 pairs; 3399 somatic spikes; gap before shuffled
spikes was significantly shorter: 10.6 
 0.62 ms; p � 0.01, paired
t test). This “gap” of �16 ms seen preceding LF spikes fell near the
mean of ISIs, however, and thus did not reflect “long” ISIs. In
fact, a pause of �16 ms corresponds to an instantaneous firing
rate of �60 Hz, near the mean of the baseline firing rates (Fig.
6H). In addition, as was seen in analyses of individually isolated

HF units, long pauses did not occur more frequently during song
playback than baseline periods ( p � 0.05).

We next analyzed a broader envelope of axon terminal spike
rates preceding somatic spikes, rather than focusing only on the
final pre-somatic spike interval. We summarized each STA with a
histogram reflecting the average presynaptic firing rate before
each soma spike and averaged them across cells (Fig. 8C). In most
cases (8 of 11), the STAs revealed a distinct increase in average
firing rate of the pallidal neuron 50 ms before the somatic spike to
an average rate of 89.9 
 9.0 Hz (Fig. 8D) [mean change from
baseline rate, 22 Hz (range, �11–92 Hz)]. This overall increase
was followed by a rate decrease to 10.3 
 6.7 Hz during the 10 ms
before the somatic spike (Fig. 8D). This change in rate corre-
sponded to a deceleration of 79.6 
 10.1 Hz. In addition, as in
singly isolated HF neurons, rate decelerations in HF units re-
corded in pairs occurred significantly more frequently during
song playback than during baseline periods ( p � 0.005, paired t
test). Therefore, together, these results suggest that pallidal neu-
rons could signal through the thalamus by exhibiting decelera-
tions in firing rate that in many cases immediately follow firing
rate increases.

Our paired recordings allowed us to address the extent to
which projections to DLM from sources other than Area X con-
tribute to auditory responses. Specifically, we wondered whether
other inputs might contribute to DLM firing during song. If so,
we reasoned that the STA for spikes occurring during playback
would be different from the STA for spikes occurring during
baseline periods, reflecting an altered relationship between Area
X and DLM. Thus, we directly compared the STA calculated from
spikes that occurred during BOS (STABOS) with the STA calcu-
lated from spikes that occurred during baseline periods (STA-

BASE). We found no difference in the spike rate of the pallidal axon
terminal before somatic spikes during BOS playback or baseline
periods (Fig. 9A). We analyzed this across pairs by matching
STABOS with STABASE at two time points before the somatic spike
trigger. We chose times in the STA immediately before spiking,
when the greatest degree of rate modulation occurred, specifically
between 0 and 10 ms and 11 and 20 ms before the soma spike.
Values of STABOS and STABASE at these time points were not
significantly different (Fig. 9B) ( p � 0.1, paired t test). Together,
these data suggest that the specific changes in presynaptic firing
patterns in Area X neurons projecting to DLM, as revealed in the
STA, may be necessary for, and could cause, thalamic spiking.

Discussion
Our investigation of DLM unit activity in anesthetized zebra
finches yielded a window into the process of basal ganglia–palli-
dal relay through the thalamus. As expected, we found that tha-
lamic relay neurons respond selectively to playback of BOS, a
property that has been studied extensively in the primary afferent
and efferent nuclei of DLM (Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Doupe,
1997; Solis and Doupe, 1997; Rosen and Mooney, 2000). Unex-
pectedly, we also found a population of HF units in DLM that
have robust, selective auditory responses. Pharmacological and
anatomical evidence suggests that these units are giant GABAer-
gic synaptic terminals or axons from Area X pallidal-like neurons
terminating in DLM (Fig. 3). These units were excited by song,
surging from 50 Hz up to instantaneous rates of 700 Hz (Fig. 6B).
In a few cases, we successfully recorded from the presynaptic and
postsynaptic elements simultaneously (Fig. 7). This direct obser-
vation of simultaneous pallidal activity and thalamic output al-
lowed us to uncover a correlation between pallidal and thalamic
activity. We found that rather than simple pauses, pallidal units

Figure 9. No difference in axon terminal spike patterns preceding soma spikes between BOS
playback or baseline periods. A, Example STA illustrating no difference in pattern of activity
preceding spikes that occur during song playback (solid lines) or during baseline periods
(dashed lines). These features are not random, because shuffled spike times do not return the
same feature (dotted line). B, Rates of the STABASE and STABOS were compared at two time
points (0 –10 and 11–20 ms before soma spike) for all pairs. No systematic difference between
STABASE and STABOS was observed.
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tended to show more complex changes in
firing rate before thalamic neuron spiking
that include rapid decelerations (Figs. 6,
8). These data add clarity to models of
pallido-thalamic relay to downstream pal-
lial structures.

The AFP in oscine songbirds is required
for song learning in juveniles and for song
plasticity in adults (Bottjer et al., 1984; So-
hrabji et al., 1990; Scharff and Nottebohm,
1991; Williams and Mehta, 1999; Brainard
and Doupe, 2000a,b; Kao et al., 2005;
Ölveczky et al., 2005). The output of the
AFP can influence song structure in real
time (Kao et al., 2005) and displays firing
that is time locked to stereotyped features
of song (Leonardo, 2004). Because the
AFP includes a basal ganglia circuit, gen-
eral mechanistic questions about how
basal ganglia signals reach the pallium, a
forebrain area of which mammalian cortex
is a part, can be addressed, with the advan-
tage that the neural circuitry under inves-
tigation is dedicated to a specific behavior.

The textbook model of basal ganglia re-
lay through thalamus (Fig. 10A) was not
supported in this study. Specifically, palli-
dal output neurons are hypothesized to
signal by pausing during HF spontaneous
activity (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983; De-
niau and Chevalier, 1985). In contrast, we
found that pallidal afferents to DLM
markedly increase their firing rates in re-
sponse to song playback. These neurons
likely correspond to HF units recorded in Area X in previous
studies (Doupe, 1997; Solis and Doupe, 1997, 1999; Margoliash,
1997; Hessler and Doupe, 1999), with RS and d� measurements
comparable to those reported previously. Auditory responses
among the different neuronal types within Area X have not been
published, thus specific comparisons between our data and those
reported elsewhere are premature. Nevertheless, because we re-
corded the pallidal axon terminals, we could be certain that these
neurons represented the output of the basal ganglia to the thala-
mus. Increases in pallidal firing rate have been seen in the GPi of
primates (Anderson and Horak, 1985; DeLong et al., 1985;
Turner and Anderson, 1997), but this phenomenon has been
hypothesized to provide lateral inhibition onto target thalamic
neurons (Nambu et al., 2002). In the present study, paired re-
cordings of pallidal axon terminals and thalamic neurons allowed
us to observe pallidal signaling during target thalamic neuron
activation. In these cases, we observed that the firing rate of the
pallidal neuron increased whereas the thalamic neuron firing rate
also increased. Because this projection is GABAergic and strongly
inhibitory (Luo and Perkel, 1999a,b; Person and Perkel, 2005),
this scheme was counterintuitive and does not support the hy-
pothesis of lateral inhibition. Rather, the increases in firing rate
seen in the pallidal neurons during song playback could enhance
the effect of subsequent decreases in firing rate, which could in
turn drive action potentials that propagate through the thalamus
(Person and Perkel, 2005).

Our experiments provide evidence for thalamic relay of basal
ganglia output that uses rapid modulation of firing rate to pro-
duce spike-rate decelerations that may be relayed through tha-

lamic neurons (Fig. 10B) (Person and Perkel, 2005). Such pat-
terns of activity could be created by bursting excitatory inputs
[possibly originating in the telencephalic song nucleus HVC
(Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007)] driving bursting in pallidal-like
output neurons in Area X (Farries et al., 2005) above their ongo-
ing HF spontaneous activity. Spiny neurons activated by HVC
inputs could further shape pallidal-like neuron busting by pro-
viding disynaptic inhibition onto pallidal projection neurons, at-
tenuating the increased firing rates (Fig. 10B). Such a scheme
could enhance a deceleration in spike rate. In fact, a rapid de-
crease in the occurrence of presynaptic spikes before postsynaptic
spikes was strikingly reminiscent of the feature in IPSP trains
found to drive rebound firing in vitro (Person and Perkel, 2005)
and is consistent with such a mechanism driving spiking in vivo.
The pallidal-like output neurons in Area X are likely the AF neu-
rons recorded in vitro that have been found to receive direct
excitatory inputs, as have spiny neurons (Farries and Perkel,
2002; Farries et al., 2005).

Hypotheses regarding the mechanism of basal ganglia signal
relay through thalamus have implied that disinhibition of thala-
mus gates excitatory inputs from the cortex, which drive thalamic
neurons to spike (Deniau and Chevalier, 1985). In contrast, pre-
vious experiments in a slice preparation of DLM have shown that
GABAergic synaptic transmission alone can drive activity by elic-
iting reliable postinhibitory rebound spikes (Luo and Perkel,
1999b; Person and Perkel, 2005). Furthermore, DLM neurons in
vitro respond to a precise statistical feature in HF GABAergic
trains of IPSPs. The STA describing axonal input to thalamic
neurons calculated in vivo closely resembles the IPSP patterns

Figure 10. Working models of two modes of information propagation through a basal ganglia-thalamo-pallial loop. A, The
simplified classical view of disinhibition of thalamus where long pauses in the spontaneous inhibition by the GPi permit thalamic
spiking. Spiking activity is represented with ticks on a flat line for the cortex, striatum [striatal spiny neuron (Striatal_SN)],
pallidum, and thalamus. B, A modified view of thalamic disinhibition suggested by our data. Pallial HVC neurons that project to
Area X (HVC_X) may drive phasic increases in pallidal projection neuron (Area X_PN) firing rates. This pallidal neuron bursting
could be further shaped by striatal-mediated inhibition (Area X_SN), creating a deceleration feature that may drive thalamic
neuron activity.
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found to drive postinhibitory rebound in vitro (Person and Per-
kel, 2005). Thus, data presented here are consistent with postin-
hibitory rebound-mediated drive, which could serve as the mech-
anism for basal ganglia relay through thalamus in the songbird
AFP. However, it is important to recall that AMPA receptor-
mediated EPSPs have been observed in DLM neurons (Luo and
Perkel, 1999b), suggesting that more complex circuitry may in-
fluence DLM relay under certain conditions. In addition, neuro-
modulators acting on the thalamus may influence resting mem-
brane potential to alter the mode of basal ganglia relay
(McCormick and Pape, 1990).

Lesions of Area X in juvenile songbirds lead to an increase in
overall variability of song output (Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991)
in line with destabilization effects seen with substantia nigra pars
reticulata inactivation and GPi inactivation in mammals (Hiko-
saka and Wurtz, 1985; Inase et al., 1996). Lesions of the AFP
output nucleus LMAN do the opposite; song variability is nearly
abolished. Both manipulations prohibit normal song copying
(Bottjer et al., 1984; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991). Little is
known about the effect of Area X inactivation on DLM activity. If
Area X can drive activity precisely under certain conditions and
simply gate activity under other conditions, DLM lesions may
point to a diverse role for the thalamus in processing signals from
the telencephalon. Future experiments should explore more di-
rectly the role of specific neurotransmitters and modulators in-
volved with controlling DLM unit activity in vivo.

Do our data shed any light on general mechanisms of basal
ganglia relay through diencephalic targets? Patterns of GPi activ-
ity in patients with Parkinson’s disease show heightened levels of
bursts and pauses, similar in structure to the pallidal feature ob-
served to precede thalamic spikes reported here (Hashimoto et
al., 2003). An effective therapeutic strategy is HF stimulation of
the GPi or the STN, which, contrary to initial explanations, is
now thought to increase pallidal spike rates and abolish patho-
logical bursting activity in the GPi, establishing a more regular
firing rate (Hashimoto et al., 2003; Bar-Gad et al., 2004). If
healthy GPi uses a deceleration-based pattern of activity to relay
sensorimotor information through thalamus, it is possible that
the increased rate of bursting seen in the GPi of Parkinson’s dis-
ease patients obscures the similarly structured movement-related
signaling. Future models of basal ganglia function may better
model pathologies by incorporating new information about these
complexities of pallidothalamic interactions.
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